Dear Powell Team:
Insight Market Research's study into the performance of the Brain Implant Reasoning Stimulator (BIRS) 4.0 has shown very promising market penetration in initial segments. BIRS has achieved just under 4% penetration among university faculty and students. The response from private industry has been even better. Nearly 10% of R&D employees in target industries have been fitted with BIRS sponsored by their employers.
Surveyed institutions report significant productivity gains including: shortened times to market, lower development costs and parallel development projects executed by the same workforce. In total, our results show a 25% increase in productivity in BIRSimplanted R&D personnel.
Given this obvious success, we are confident that adoption rates will dramatically increase. We have included several recommendations in our full report to help Powell maximize profits from future sales.
However, it has also come to our attention that even at this early stage in adoption, the security measures implemented have been breached. Hackers have developed illegal software to enable 'off-label' functionality. Although BIRS is designed to increase the reasoning capacities of an individual (as defined in modern theories of bounded rationality), these modifications are generally focused on reducing mental capacities.
The most popular hack, called Devo, references 'levels' ranging from 0 to 4, representing the degree of retardation of mental faculties. For most subjects, level 4 is only a minor decrease in mental ability. Level 0 is a full shutdown of higher mental function, effectively an implant-induced coma.
Devo is available for download from many Internet sites. Legal action will not eliminate it, although such action may reduce liability. A risk-management study is needed to determine the degree of Powell's exposure. Powell should consult with legal counsel to limit liability for any injuries or deaths caused by unapproved uses of BIRS.
A few of the more salient survey responses illustrate some very powerful and unforeseen capabilities of BIRS technology:
"My wife and I both work full time. With the demands of three kids, our jobs, the bills, and our ageing parents, it can be impossible to get a moment together. Even when we do, it's not easy to get over the stress. Our love life has definitely suffered. But BIRS at level 2 lets us forget about the rest of the world when we're alone. The sex hasn't been this good since we were in college! I definitely think BIRS has saved my marriage. Who knows? It may have saved me from an early heart attack. "
-36-year-old male "My friends and me went to this frat party and some of them had [the BIRS implants]. They were playing this crazy game…You take someone with it and blindfold ' em and sit ' em down with the music off and everyone really quiet. You've gotta be really quiet for a couple minutes or it doesn't work so good. But then they set themselves to [level] 
